Conformationally averaged iterative Brownian dynamics simulations of semidilute polymer solutions.
The dynamics of semidilute polymer solutions are important to many polymer solution processing techniques such as fiber spinning and solution printing. The out-of-equilibrium molecular conformations resulting from processing flows directly impact material properties. Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations are a standard technique for studying this connection between polymer conformations in solution and processing flows because they can capture molecular-level polymer dynamics. However, BD simulations of semidilute polymer solutions are computationally limited by the calculation of hydrodynamic interactions (HIs) via an Ewald summed diffusion tensor and stochastic Brownian displacements via the decomposition of the diffusion tensor. Techniques based on the Cholesky decomposition scale with the number of particles N as O(N 3) and approximations in the literature have reduced this scaling to as low as O(N). These methods still require continuous updating of the diffusion tensor and Brownian displacements, resulting in a significant constant per-time step cost. Previously, we introduced a method that avoids this cost for dilute polymer solutions by iterative conformational averaging (CA) of intramolecular HIs. In this work, we extend the CA method to semidilute solutions by introducing a grid-space average of intermolecular HIs and a pairwise approximation to the Brownian displacements based on the truncated expansion ansatz of Geyer and Winter. We evaluate our method by first comparing the computational cost with that of other simulation techniques. We verify our approximations by comparison with expected results for static and dynamic properties at equilibrium and use our method to demonstrate the concentration dependence of HI screening.